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THE POWER OF NYC HOSPITALITY 

• 66.6M Visitors in 2019

• $72B per year in total economic impact
• $47.4B+ on hotels, restaurants, shops and cultural institutions

• $6.7B in local tax revenue
• Saving NYC households an average of $2,100 annually

• 403,000 jobs supported
• Representing 9% of all NYC employment, making it the City’s 

seventh largest in terms of jobs 

Source: NYC & Company/Tourism Economics



THE COALITION FOR NYC HOSPITALITY & 
TOURISM RECOVERY 
The Coalition is led by NYC & Company 
Chairman Charles Flateman and President & 
CEO Fred Dixon.

Coalition Advisors and former Board Chairs:
• Emily Rafferty
• Jonathan Tisch
• Tim Zagat

Coalition Co-chairs:
• Ellen Futter
• Thelma Golden
• Danny Meyer
• Lin-Manuel Miranda
• Peter Ward

In addition to this leadership the Coalition is also 
includes a Steering Committee and Allied 
Organization members. The Coalition is ever 
expanding with the ability for others, including 
NYC & Company members, to sign on.

Visit coalition.nycgo.com for more information.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Countering the negative rhetoric  



Through the lens of hospitality and tourism, we will seek to:

• Show New Yorkers, and those in the greater metropolitan region, the way forward to safely 
reconnect with the city they love through neighborhood exploration and staycations

• Remind the world that New York City is not only the greatest city in the world but also a safe 
place to visit from a public health perspective

• Get visitors excited to travel to New York City again

• Restore confidence among meeting and event organizers to choose NYC so a foundation of 
business is secured for the future

• Reinforce NYC as one of the world’s most diverse, inclusive and welcoming cities.

• Help put NYC’s more than 403,000 tourism and hospitality employees back to work

GOALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During our executive summary the team and I will walk you through how we are working towards achieving the Roadmap’s goals for the hospitality and tourism sector, seen here. 



AUDIENCE TARGETING

New York City  Drive Market  Domestic  Global 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NYers (Launch: May/June): Vibrancy programming (RW, NG) Upcoming Drive Market activations (Program live: Mid-June – August): Hotel program with AAA and ParkWhizDomestic (Program live: June/July – End of Year): Objective of Tourism Campaign (launch ~June)International (Launch: whenever allowed – some TC components like NYC Misses your too?) Mention indicators for movement 
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VIRTUAL PROGRAMMING 



8

NYC VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our new revitalization campaign platform will help New Yorkers reconnect with the city they love and remind locals that New York City remains the greatest city in the world.The deceptively simple tagline and idea embodies how New Yorkers feel about their city and is a reminder of all it has to offer: All In NYC.



ALL IN NYC: STAY WELL PLEDGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designed to inspire solidarity within our community and confidence in our changed world, the All In NYC: Stay Well NYC Pledge has received an updated look and feel but still invites tourism and hospitality businesses, as well as consumers citywide to take a pledge of mutual commitment to standardize health and safety practices.



ALL IN NYC: STAYCATION GUIDES
NYGO.COM/STAYCATIONGUIDES 



ALL IN NYC: NEIGHBORHOOD GETAWAYS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition to Deals platform (same name – NG; no statement credit)





NYC RESTAURANT WEEK TO GO 
JANUARY 25 – FEBRUARY 28 
• Takeout lunch and/or dinner (entrée and at least one side) 

for $20.21 

• Registered Mastercard holders received a $10 statement 
credit with a $20.21 purchase

• 800+ participants

• Results
• 2.3B earned global impressions 
• 1.4M impressions on NYCgo.com 
• 863k visits to NYCgo.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 25, 2021, we launched NYC Restaurant Week To Go, a reimagination of our signature dining program promoting takeout and delivery. Presented in partnership with Mastercard®, the initiative also introduced Stella Artois as an official sponsor. The program featured a $20.21 offer on lunch or dinner, plus $10 back on every $20.21 or more spent with a registered Mastercard. We developed partnerships with third-party delivery platforms Seamless/Grubhub, Tock, BentoBox, Bbot and OpenTable, who agreed to waive commissions and fees to their current clients as part of the program, while extending one-time introductory offers to new clients. After an overwhelming response in the press (estimated 2.3B impressions) and from the general public (863K visits; 1.4M impressions on NYCgo.com) during the program’s first week, we reopened participation and extended NYC Restaurant Week To Go an additional four weeks, through February 28. Ultimately, more than 800 restaurants participated, making it our largest dining program to date and generating some much-needed buzz (estimated 2.7B impressions) around—and support for—this beloved industry.    Will can add post campaign data to prove ROI and press coverage



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NYC & Company Tourism Ready program is the first of its kind in the US, putting NYC at the forefront of tourism industry education. This free series of seminars teaches both individual businesses and neighborhoods how to learn from, navigate and experience the benefits of New York City’s thriving tourism industry—while strengthening their ties throughout the community and across all five boroughs. Eight sessions throughout the year cover topics includingcross-promotion, the packaging of goods and services and engaging with tour operators. The 2019 program culminated in a Discover More NYC trade show on January 30th attended by 65 tour operators and travel planners looking for new gems in the NYC tourism landscape.Play video next slide 



POSITIVE NEWS
COVERAGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to monitor the everchanging news cycle to counter negative rhetoric and safeguard the City’s reputation as a destination for leisure and business travel. We continue to work nonstop to ensure that your good news is out there in the public domain. Most recently Travel & Leisure published “New York City Forever!” on December 9th – highlighting the resilient of the five boroughs and you, the City’s champions and residents. Be on the look out for more good news coverage in our weekly Tourism Recovery Updates – this week’s edition will be our 65th keeping you updated on timely and critical news for our industry.



CONTINUED MARKET ENGAGEMENT
ALL IN NYC WEBINAR SERIES

EMBRACING DIVERSITY WEBINARS

4
TRAVEL TRADE WEBINARS

6
MEETING PLANNER WEBINARS
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2021 VIRTUAL TRADE EVENTS

TRAVEL TRADE EVENTS

7
MEETING PLANNER EVENTS

31

2021 VIRTUAL SALES MISSIONS

TRAVEL TRADE MISSIONS

8
MEETING PLANNER MISSIONS

7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we prepare for the future our Conventions and Tourism teams continue to engage with the Meetings and Travel Trade audiences to keep NYC top of mind and reconnect buyers and suppliers We continue to produce our three monthly webinar series: Our Embracing Diversity series debuted in December and is dedicated to exploring the rich cultural stories and diversity of the five boroughs Our two trade webinars launched last October and focus on educating meeting planners and travel trade professionals on NYC’s latest updates.  The teams have also started their 15 virtual sales missions to activate all markets. Lastly, the teams are making their way out into all markets with 38 virtual events that members can participate in this year.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
On April 1st we will official announce our Commit to the Comeback, Meet Local NYC initiatives encouraging local planners to book NYC for their next meeting or event. On April 1st you will also receive a social tool kit to help spread the message far and wide. Additional on April 8th we will again light the skyline blue in honor of Global Meeting Industry day. Now it is more important than ever to recognize the importance of face to face meetings and we will continue to push this messaging near and far. 



A LOOK AHEAD



NYC VISITOR OUTLOOK
TOTAL VISITATION BY MARKET (millions of 
visitors)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Forecast assumptions: Progress the country and city have already made against Covid-19 with the ramping up of vaccination programs Gains in visitation we are now witnessingContinued imposition of restrictions on indoor and live event at least through the first half of the year. September or October for a turnaround in consumer sentiment and behavior, that will carry us into 2022 and a much stronger recovery. At the end of February, Tourism Economics updated our year-end 2020 performance and revised the forecast for this year and the pace of recovery. Big Picture: Travel dropped almost 65% through 2020 – to just 22.3 million total. Almost all of that happening after the lock down in March- where the monthly drops were closer to 80% below seasonal norms. � 



NYC VISITOR OUTLOOK
TOTAL VISITATION BY SEGMENT (millions of 
visitors)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is baseline forecast for a full recovery across business and leisureTwo timelines: leisure rapidly/business more slowly. Leisure will return first and fastest – probably bringing us back to record levels as soon as 2023. Business will lag taking to 2025 or even 2026.The way things look currently, restrictions on groups and large events are the brake on demand. 



PACE OF RECOVERY
TOP 2019 INTERNATIONAL MARKETS (2019 = 100)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International market recovery based upon multiple factors UK and Canada – markets #1 & #2 by size also most flexible Mexico is mostly air and high-end travel or VFR – so it will recover sooner Brazil & China – big but more complicated (visas, economics and politics) Visa waiver countries will come back first – but national economic picture (France or Germany) will make a difference in pace of recovery



HOTEL DEVELOPMENT

*Estimates based upon available data, all are subject to change
Source: NYC & Company, estimate as of March 2021

Active Room Inventory
NYC Hotels 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 pre 

pandemic
2020 

Pandemic 
YE 2021 
forecast

Average Rooms (000s) 106.5 112.5 116.5 118.9 122.9 124 +/- 88 +/-118.5 

Hotel Development – NYC 
as of February 2021 Total Manhattan Brooklyn Bronx Queens Staten Island

Hotels opened 2019-2020 25 17 2 -- 5 1

Hotels in Pipeline to 2024 110 45 21 4 35 5

Rooms in Development* + 17,180 9,200 2,100 400 5,200 280

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hotels in the city, in many ways, have been one of the proverbial canaries in the coalmine. We have watched as over 200 properties went on hiatus – closing their doors to new reservations. Several hundred others turned to providing emergency accommodations for medical staff, the National Guard troops who are managing the vaccination site at the Javits, and providing safe shelter for thousands of the city’s homeless during this difficult time. And sadly, we have noted the announcements of permanent closings. At the same time, work continued on a wide array of hotel projects in development and even a few new project announcements. With this slide, we wanted to share a look at where we have been, and where we may be going. At the beginning of 2020, before the pandemic, NYC & Company estimated that there were 124,000 hotel rooms in active inventory. With the temporary and permanent closure of hotels across the city, STR brought that number down to about 88,000 last year and into March of this year. As travel opportunities begin to pick up, a majority of the closed properties are looking to reopen in 2021. This could bring our inventory back up to as many as 118,500 – if all the rooms come back on line. It will be a moving target, we understand, but that number also includes a number of new openings. In general, the pipeline report continues to show investment throughout the city. Maria Wilcox has been tracking this throughout the crisis and shared with me a few new items that cover nearly completed projects slated for this year, new management groups and reflagging brands, and new independent brands to add to the cachet of NYC. ON PACE TO OPEN THIS YEARGraduate Roosevelt Island (224 rooms) – projected opening June; they just announced last week that construction has been completed for this property which is part of the Cornell Tech CampusAce Hotel Brooklyn (285 rooms) – projected opening June; the second Ace property for NYC, located in the Boerum Hill neighborhood just on the edge of Downtown BrooklynThe Wall Street Hotel (181 rooms) – projected opening September.  Construction is even running on Sundays. Conversion of a historic-type office building into a luxury hotelHyatt Regency JFK at Resorts World (400 rooms)– projected opening mid 2021/TBD; bringing 400 rooms and additional conference space to the existing entertainment and gaming complex in QueensRenaissance Hotel Harlem (210 rooms) – projected opening fall; one block from the Apollo Theater on 125th Street; this project is restoring the legendary Victoria Theater which dates back to 1917 with the development of a new hotel building.In addition, in addition to Graduate we are welcoming other new brands for our City this year:  Aman, Margaritaville, Pendry, Motto by Hilton and more… Hotel Re-openings: March 24 – The Muse, a Kimpton Hotel in Times SquareApril 1: Park Hyatt and Mandarin Oriental Rebranding/Reflagging hotels that announced closings during the pandemic include: W New York Downtown: will become an independent hotel and reopen most likely Q3Novotel Times Square:  will become M Social Times Square Hotel and is anticipating a reopening Q3Marriott East Side: no specific details for branding and timing but they are now under operations with Aimbridge Hospitality   



Q & A  



THANK YOU!
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